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This little Nemo fish is a great project for anyone wanting to
learn the basic steps of Paper Mache. In the video I hope to
pass along to you the basis for. This is a tutorial on how to
make a paper mache pinata. And I do the tutorial in a way
that leaves it open for just about any shape or animal that you
want to make. [all Paper Mache projects] [Paper Mache
Animals blog] DLTK's Crafts for TEENs How to Paper Mache.
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Very very cool. I have adapted your paper mache’ method to
make Christmas angel bodies. I made the angels wing shape
base of heavy paper and then (many!) feathers. Here is the
simple way to make great paper mache in about 2 minutes.
Lots of Paper mache projects on my website:
http://www.stormthecastle.com About my. How to Make a
Papier Mache Giraffe. Everyone (once in a while) wants to get
creative and make something. You want to Papier Mache your
favorite animal, which is a. Your pieces of paper do not
necessarily have to be strips. Any small piece of paper,
regardless of the shape will do, so long as you can handle it
easily. shark
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